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To the selection committee for the Knight Award for Writing Exercises, 
Please find my application materials attached to this Jetter: the instructions and an 
example of a student response. The following letter outlines my brief descriptive 
abstract, exercise rationale, and reflections. This class exercise was used in a first-year 
writing seminar for the Knight School's "Writing in the Disciplines." Students seemed to 
find it both fun and useful to their writing. 
Brief abstract 
This class exercise was developed from the game telephone in which people whisper 
into their neighbor's ear around a circle and note how drastically the sentence changes 
due to cumulative misinterpretations. In this version, students formulate thesis 
statements and then paraphrase those of their neighbors, revealing how drastically 
these arguments change by the end. The emphasis is on clarity and accuracy of 
language. It also reveals how form influences content- the idea that language is never 
neutral. 
Keywords: language use and bias, clarity and accuracy, paraphrasing, thesis 
statements, telephone game, group exercise 
Exercise rationale 
Early on in our classes, we worked on formulating theses and discussed the 
issues of argument, scope, and significance. Students learned that thesis statements 
need to introduce an argument, clarify how they orient themselves in terms of the 
argument, and what features make this argument interesting or useful. This exercise 
gave them a chance to put this knowledge into practice under low risk time restrictive 
conditions. It thus enabled me to show them that writer's block is an unnecessary 
problem that results more from stage fright and procrastination than lack of creativity or 
knowledge. Around this time of the semester we were also experimenting with various 
forms of citing: summarizing, paraphrasing, and quoting. This exercise asked students 
to paraphrase, and demonstrated how this form of citation often slightly alters the 
original meaning of a source. Thus, in situations where language is particularly 
important for an argument, quotation might be more appropriate. For cases where 
students are using someone else's ideas to formulate or contextualize their own, 
paraphrasing might be better. But in this case, it becomes very important to flag which 
ideas come from the source and to represent these ideas as accurately as possible. As 
a final reason for designing this exercise, I wanted to create a space for collaborative, 
fun, and engaging scholarship in our class. Throughout the term, I tried as much as 
possible to design exercises like this one that encouraged students to work together in a 
respectful manner. 
Reflections 
Students worked very well under pressure, producing interesting and insightful 
theses in very little time. They seemed to be engaged in the task and liked the chance 
to break up our usual lessons about syntax and style to play a game. They worked well 
together, equally respectful and constructive in writing suggested improvements. I had 
students write three revisions each, which had the additional benefit of exposing their 
thinking to arguments from a number of other students in class. I then returned the 
theses to their original authors and gave them some time to observe the changes before 
opening up the exercise to discussion. As a group, we conducted a close reading of two 
or three examples, picking up on particular words that carried different connotations or 
set the reader up for slightly different expectations that would likely change the entire 
paper. After this group close reading, I think most students were more convinced about 
the subtle power of language to shape the direction of argumentation. I was pleasantly 
surprised therefore to find that this exercise provided an additional opportunity to 
develop the skill of close reading- an important component of our course. 
Gratefully, 
Katherine Thorsteinson 
NetiD: klt55 
4 Tan Bark Circle 
Freeville, NY 
13068 
USA 
In-class Exercise on the Relation Between Form and Content: Telephone 
Task: 
On a piece of paper write a 2-3 sentence thesis statement about Raymond Chandler's Fare111181/, My 
Lovely (we have talked about the proper structure of thesis statements already). Put your name next 
to this thesis statement. Pass your thesis statement to your left. On the new page you've just 
received, rewrite the thesis statement you observe. You may feel the impulse to improve the clarity 
and/or concision of the langua~ that's great! However much you might want to improve the 
argument you r~d. ensure that you do your best NOTto alter the content or stance of the statement. 
The task is simply to change the structure and style of the writing. Once you have completed this 
revision, fold the paper so that the statement above yours is obscured and only yours remains visible. 
Pass the statement to your left again. Repeat this task until I call for completion. 
Things to consider: 
Strategies-? Use synonyms, reorder sentences, alter punctuation, change the syntax, and consider 
the register of diction. Do not be afraid to expand or contract word count/sentence number. 
Difficulties-? If you notice ambiguity or vagueness, you have some decisions to make: do you 
preserve the multiplicity of meaning or choose the most likely meaning and edit for clarity? 
Exar11Jie: 
1) For Chandler, quality in writing was entirely a function of language, that evocative "echo from a 
distant hill" that could occasionally be achieved even in the hard-boiled detective story. 
Nevertheless Chandler also desperately wanted that sense of achieved shape that comes 
when the writer can simultaneously satisfy his sense of how things hang together in the real 
world, along with his aesthetic need for unity and pattern. This essay will explore how Chandler 
managed to integrate matter into form, detail into structure, background action into plot-
concentrating primarily on his two very differently structured masterpieces The Big Sleep and 
The Long Goodbye. 
2) Raymond Chandler believed that the quality of writing was determined by form (style and 
structure) more than content, but still aimed to integrate these aspects of his writing into a 
cohesive whole. This paper will consider Chandler's techniques of form-content integration in 
two very different texts: The Big Sleep and The Long Goodbye: In particular, how did Chandler 
manage to integrate matter into form, detail into structure, and background action into plot? 
3) Form is preeminent in Chandler's conception ofwriting. Nonetheless, he demonstrates a 
skillful ability to balance aspects of form and content in his two quite distinct novels, The Big 
Sleep and The Long Goodbye. In fact, as I will argue in the following essay, Chandler 
manages to uniquely integrate aspects of form and content in his writing such that both are 
mutually constitutive. 
4) In The Big Sleep and The Long Goodbye Raymond Chandler integrates both the form and 
content of his writing. This is true despite the fact that Chandler usually prioritizes form in his 
writing. 
Original thesis modified from the following source: 
Richter, David H.. "Background Action and Ideology: Grey Men and Dope Doctors in Raymond 
Chandler". Narrative 2.1 (1994): 29-40. Richter, David H .. "Background Action and Ideology: 
Grey fv1en and Dope Doctors in Raymond Chandler". Narrative 2.1 (1994): 29-40. Web. 
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